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Week 4 - 8 November 2019

Dear Parents,

Swim and Survive has

commenced very

positively for the Primary

students and it is a very

busy and exciting time

for all.

We have the amazing opportunity to hear from the Rev

Samir Yacco, a pastor from Damascus, Syria.   Samir

will share insights into the Syrian conflict, his work

through the church, ISIS and the struggle for young

people in Damascus and Syria generally. Samir is a

teacher by training prior to becoming a minister.  He

will speak to senior Secondary students on Thursday

afternoon in periods 6 & 7.

 

In the evening all are welcome to hear Samir speak to

the wider School and Community from 6.00pm in the

Secondary Teaching and Learning Centre (STLC).   He

will share a similar message to that of the students,

which will be fascinating. 

Samir Yacco Visit - 21 November 2019

As we celebrate differences and strengths in the

individuals of SGS, it was very positive to hear Gina

Kimpton express her love of learning and the support she

received from her peers when her amazing Mathematical

ability was focused upon, following her 35 out of 35 in

the Newcastle Permanent Mathematics competition.  She

humbly accepted the praise and I am sure she will

continue to flourish as a learner.

Our Year 9 and 10 Drama students performed

last night at St Luke's Hall.  It is a joy to see

their talents unfold on stage.

 

The Stephen Mahy Musical Theatre workshops

today and tomorrow will be an outstanding

opportunity for our students to grow and

develop in this area. Our Musical department

has been able to secure such a talented artist

due to Mrs Saunders' determination and

because of the successful SGS Musicals over

the recent years.

 

We are very thankful for rain that fell at the

beginning of the week and continue to pray

for more to follow.

 

Paul Smart

Principal

Primary Mathematics Competition success

Music  & Drama



FROM THE BURROW -  PRIMARY NEWS WITH MR SAUNDERS

Our students have achieved incredible success of

late on the sporting field; excelling in cricket, on

horseback, rowing, gymnastics and again, touch

football with our Open Primary Boys team

claiming the ‘three-peat’ at yesterday’s HRIS

carnival. Our girls were also incredible finishing

second. I read a great article this week about the

links to sport at youth level and to life in general.

Here’s what I found:

 

Making sports a “dress rehearsal for life” brings

the needs of youth and the larger community

together in an exciting way. A model was created

to personify what a person of strong positive

character looks like in sports and life.  A Triple-

Impact Competitor is an ‘Elevater’ who looks to

elevate themselves, their teammates, and the

game and the larger community by how he or she

competes and lives. Elevater…is a new word for a

new identity.”

 

Coaches can begin to instil a sense of purpose in

their athletes by telling them, “Our team needs

you! We can’t be our best without you being an

Elevater.” Depending on the age of the athletes, a

coach can also say, “Our world also needs you.

The skills and lessons you will learn on this team

will also help you be the kind of person who can

help make the world a better place.”

 

 “Character is the mental and moral framework of

values that guides a person’s behaviour. A person

with strong, positive character understands right

from wrong and acts accordingly, especially when

it counts!”

“I ask not for a lighter burden, but

for broader shoulders.” – Jewish

Proverb

ETYMOLOGY: 1640s

MEANING:

having no defects or faults, especially none th

at diminish the value of something

Flawless e.g. All the stones are flawless and of

the finest quality.

Congratulations to Violet D (6 Gold), Keeley F

(K Red), Rory Flanagan (3 Gold), Olivia

M (6 Gold) and Jesse J (K Blue) who are

celebrating their birthdays this week. I wish

them all the best as they enjoy their special

day and share the time with family and friends.

There are two main “buckets” of character:

Performance Character traits allow one to

achieve goals, such as work ethic, self-control,

self-discipline, competitive spirit, resilience,

reliability, and perseverance. Individuals with

strong Performance Character are able to

exercise their will to achieve their desired results.

 

Moral Character traits include characteristics that

help other people thrive, such as compassion,

kindness, honesty, a cooperative spirit,

generosity, and respect. It largely revolves

around being sensitive to others and taking them

into account in our actions.

 

Some characteristics transcend both buckets:

Courage, doing what needs to be done when one

is frightened to do so, may be the fundamental

positive character value.

 

Moral Courage, a subset of Courage, is standing

up publicly for what you believe is right even

when your “tribe” disagrees. Teachable Spirit is

the hunger to learn anything and everything that

can result in self-improvement. A Teachable

Spirit is crucial to continue learning and growing

to become both more competent and more

virtuous.



HEAD OF SECONDARY
 
What a fantastic night we had on Wednesday

night for the Drama Night performances. I would

like to thank all of you who came to watch as

the audience really does make the night. The Year

9 Drama class is a large group and their play

showcased all their individual talents very well.

The Year 10 cohort is a much smaller group;

however, the number of lines and movements the

girls had to learn was very large. Their piece was

funny and moving and I know that they certainly

enjoyed putting it together. 

Quote of the week
“The difference between try and triumph is

a little umph.”   Marvin Phillips

Please come next year if you can; our students

really are worth watching. Such a night is only

possible with the help of fantastic and dedicated

staff and the show certainly wouldn’t have gone on

without Mrs Maria English. 

 

Next week is exam week and all students should

be preparing for these. I would like to remind all

parents that it is not the mark on the page that is

most important in these exams, it is the effort and

improvement that should be encouraged and

praised.

Have a great week,

Mrs Deanna Hollis 

Head of Secondary



FROM THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
Positive Self  Talk

Rev'd Nate

natkinson@sgs.nsw.edu.au

In prayer this week
REFLECT ON: Reflect on: Philippians 4:8 

Give thanks for: The gifts, such as our mind, that

God has given us; God’s goodness in sending us

Jesus, the resurrection and the life, so we can

have a way to be friends with God; Parents,

teachers and supporters who truly care for us; 

Pray for:  Our Swim and Survive Programme;

Upcoming exams for Year 7-10; Families and

students who are ill or struggling at the

moment:  your son or daughter’s teacher/s!

In Chapel on Monday, we discussed the importance

of being ‘optimistic’ in life. We discussed the idea

that often the most negative messages we receive

come from our own self-talk in our minds. This tends

to happen when we are under pressure and have a

fixed mindset that there is nothing we can do about

our challenges. Combine this with the turbulence of

the youthful brain and the recipe is there for possible

stress and anxiety. 

 

One of the positive coping strategies we are seeking

to teach students here at SGS is the power of

positive self-talk. In fact, as teachers and parents, it

will benefit our state of well-being to use it often

too! Positive self-talk are ‘I can’ and ‘I will’

statements which we repeat to ourselves in our

minds.  Doing this contests the negatives and

focuses us to start looking for what is right in what

we are doing.  The key to making positive self-talk

most effective in maintaining growth mindsets, is to

use it immediately negative thoughts enter our

minds. When used well these statements act as

excellent off ramps for negative thinking and fixed

mindsets.

As we pursue Godly transformation of our minds,

we can turn to this Bible verse for direction

‘Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true,

whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is

pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable -  

if anything is excellent or praise worthy - think

about such things.’ (Philippians 4:8) This Bible

verse speaks of filling our minds with what God

ordains as His truth in our lives. I encourage you

to delve into what God says about our value in

His eyes, and be encouraged!

SCHOOL COUNSELLOR P-12

Through my research in completing my final Capstone

project for the Master of Counselling, I came across

many valuable research papers conducted on various

contemporary aspects of Positive Psychology. For the

rest of this term, I will provide a suggested reading

every week for those at home interested in research

behind what we do at Scone Grammar School.

Their research identified key aspects of the

strength’s framework, including the premise

that mental health professionals can use

strengths to reach all students, regardless of

their presenting problems.

Suggested Reading
Park, N., & Peterson, C. (2008). Positive Psychology

and Character Strengths:Application to Strengths-

Based School Counseling. Professional School

Counseling Park & Peterson (2008) in their peer

reviewed journal article, provided an overview of

positive psychology and the current research around

the use of character strength as related to the well-

being of children and youth. 

Kat Moore,  kmoore@sgs.nsw.edu.au Ext: 1220

That is, moving students not just from a place

of deficit to the absence of a problem, but to a

place of positive and forward movement

regardless of where they begin on the mental

health continuum. Therefore, a counselor can

‘identify a student’s resources and encourage

their use. Such a balanced emphasis should

build rapport and bolster student confidence,

which in turn should facilitate the success of the

counselling’.



TALES FROM THE YELLOW COTTAGE

At The  Yellow Cottage we use Play Based

Learning as the platform to emerge children in life

long learning and character strength skills. These

are the foundation of  Grammar Minds and Positive

Education. Play stimulates a child’s drive for

exploration and discovery. It motivates the child to

gain mastery over their environment, promoting

focus and concentration. It also enables the child

to engage in the flexible and higher-level thinking

processes deemed essential for the 21st century

learner (Grammar Minds). These include inquiry

processes of problem solving, analysing,

evaluating, applying knowledge and creativity.

Play Based Learning

Play also supports positive attitudes to learning.

These include imagination, curiosity, enthusiasm,

and persistence and many more Character

Strengths. The type of learning processes and

skills fostered in play cannot be replicated through

rote learning, where there is an emphasis on

remembering facts.

 

(Play-based learning can set your child up for

success at school and beyond Natalie Robertson,

Anne-Marie Morrissey, and Elizabeth Rouse

February 22, 2018)

GRAMMAR

MINDS



NEWCASTLE PERMANENT
PRIMARY MATHS COMPETITION

Gina Kimpton is one of those students who

takes things in her stride.  This week Gina

accepted her prize of First Place in the

Newcastle Permanent Primary Mathematics

Competition involving 19,000 students from

Years 5 & 6 across 340 schools. 

Gina has a delightful sense of humility and honesty

and these shone through in her interview with ABC

Reporter Eliza Goetze, which aired yesterday

morning on ABC Upper Hunter.

 

We also want to congratulate Mitch Baker, Charlie

Mitchell and Lourens Ardesch from Year 6, along

with Lachlan Carter and Jock McCosker from Year 5

who received Distinctions and Campbell Smith from

Year 5 who received a High Distinction in the

competition, also outstanding results.

Earlier this week we coloured our

threads in recognition of Positive

Education and the impact it has on

our school and community. 

By going to the trouble of helping

your children to dress in colour,

you're helping to remind them of

the importance of working on their

strengths.

Big thanks to Where there's a will

and PESA for this joint initiative. 

 By building on our strengths and

resilience, we are creating a

Positive, Flourishing, Learning

community.

COLOUR YOUR THREADS FOR POS ED



SWIM & SURVIVE

Our primary students are half way through swim

& survive...phew. It’s big for everyone involved.

Students, teachers and families. A day off

tomorrow from the pool and then back into it

from Monday - Thursday next week.  

 

As the name implies, it is all about swimming to

survive, so as our students grown in competence

and confidence, other elements are brought in,

such as swimming in clothes to build resistance

and stamina.  

As many parents would agree, it’s not just about

swimming skills, it’s also about taking ownership

and responsibility, especially for students keeping

track of their belongings and for the younger ones,

getting changed and so on.

 

Through the programme our students (and

teachers) are constantly drawing on character

strengths. Prudence, teamwork, bravery, leadership,

fairness, honesty, kindness, to name just a

few....We also want to thank parent, Emma Coe

who has been leading some of our groups and

doing a fantastic job.



SPORT - EQUESTRIAN

Scone Grammar held a very successful

Stockman’s Challenge at White Park on Friday 1

November. We ran a Sugar Free Canteen and a

No Single Use Plastic Event. Thanks to the

generous sponsorship from Wild Quarries

people could purchase an aluminum drink bottle

with a guaranteed endless supply of iced water.

Frozen oranges were also very popular.

 

Tuesday Horse Sports will not continue during

Swim and Survive. 

 

Anne Davies

Equestrian Co-ordinator

 

SGS Stockman's Challenge

8 Years and Under Girl Champion – Maddie M 

8 Years Under Boys Reserve Champion – Mitchell M

9 – 11 Years Girl Champion – Georgia M

9 – 11 Years Girl Reserve Champion – Grace S

9 – 11 Years Boys Reserve Champion – Lachlan W

11 – 13 Years Girl Champion – Allyson I

11 – 13 Years Girl Reserve Champion – Olivia M

11 – 13 Years Boys Champion – Harrison B

11 – 13 Years Boys Reserve Champion – Paul R

13 – 15 Years Girls Champion – Ally T

Junior Stock horse Champion – Georgia M

Scone Grammar was the Champion Primary School and

NEGS was the Champion Secondary School.

 

 

 



SPORT
HRIS Primary Touch Football Gala Day

On Thursday 24 October sixteen students from

Years 5 and 6 travelled to Broadmeadow Basketball

Stadium-the home of the ‘Newcastle Hunters’

Basketball Team to compete in the HRIS Basketball

Gala day.

 

With only a small amount of training, these

incredible athletes played some wonderful points.

Wrestling balls from the opposition teams and

popping 3-pointers from all over the court. Both the

boys and the girls teams competed well to finish

around 6th place of 14 teams in each division.

HRIS Basketball Gala Day

Many thanks to Daz Crowther for driving the bus

and Emma Coe for her basketball expertise.  The

girls team consisted of Dempsey, Bridie, Lila, Clare,

Candy, Isabella, Olivia & Annabelle.  The boys

team was Lochie, Ollie, Tommy, Seth, Archie, Ted ,

Harry & Jagger.   Patricia Betts

Our Open Primary Touch Football teams competed

yesterday in the HRIS Primary Touch Football Gala

Day.  Our girls team finished up second and our

boys team won the competition for the third year in

a row. Great effort, guys!



MUSIC INSTRUMENT PROGRAMME

Did you know that every individual student learns a

range of instruments from Kindergarten through to

Year 8 in their classrooms?  

 

Paul Smart, SGS Principal explains the importance

of learning instruments within the SGS music

curriculum.   “Experiential learning is a big focus of

our Grammar Minds program.  As an example,

resilience and co-operation are two groups of

learning attributes we teach our students to help

with their learning. These are easily learnt through

our music program.  We’re also very focused on

drawing out strengths in each individual student,

opening them up to new experiences and helping

them to discover their own inspiration and capacity

for learning.  As a result of this, their confidence

grows and so too, does their learning.  

 

Having the UCHM just down the road in

Muswellbrook is of great benefit to our school.

Not only are UCHM teachers teaching instruments

to our classes, they also tutor ndividual students in

instruments of their choice right here at school.“

 

SGS Year 3 string musicians performed in a concert

organised by the UHCM last Sunday 27 October,

providing them with a great opportunity to play

with other musicians in front of an audience. 

Each Year 3 student at SGS learns either the violin

or cello for the full year.  Next year we will be

offering a semester of learning a string instrument

and a semester of playing a woodwind instrument

for Year 3 students.  Years 5 and 6 students learn

the ukulele, Year 7 and 8 students learn the guitar,

and right from Kindergarten through to Year 2,

students learn the Djembe drum and percussion to

develop their appreciation of rhythm.

 

lian Miles, employed by the Upper Hunter

Conservatorium of Music (UHCM) teaches cello to

Year 3 students at SGS and tutors individual

students who choose to learn an instrument

outside the classroom.

“In the earlier years, learning a string instrument

helps to develop students’ fine and gross motor co-

ordination, creating new pathways between the

hemispheres in their brain. It is also helps students

learn to hear pitch and sounds produced by the

musical notes they play. Music is a universally

common language across the world and learning an

instrument is a great opportunity for the students.”

says Mrs Miles.

 

Wendy Brooks, Director of the Upper Hunter

Conservatorium of Music is thrilled with their SGS

partnership. According to Dr Brooks, learning to play

an instrument potentially benefits children's physical,

social and cognitive development, and the programs

offered through SGS are a wonderful opportunity for

all students.  "We have a huge depth of talent within

our teaching staff at the UHCM, opening up many

musical opportunities within the Upper Hunter.  We

also encourage and facilitate opportunities for our

musical students to rehearse and perform together,

bringing a strong sense of community.”

 

If your child is interested in learning a musical

instrument next year here at SGS, please call the

UHCM on 6541 4888.



PRIMARY DEBATING

On Monday 28 October, two SGS Debating

Teams travelled to Abbotsleigh Junior School to

attend the IPSHA 2019 Debating Gala Day.

 

Both teams represented SGS very well. Out first

debate was That students should write reports

on teachers. Hugo S, Campbell S, Sienna J and

Hamish D had the negative argument against

Wenona. We lost, although  it was a closely

contested debate.

 

The topic for Round 2 was That school sport

should be optional. Olivia T, Callum D, Gina K

and Tommy H had strong arguments for the

negative and won against Masada College,

Sydney.

Finally, I would like to thank the students from

Years 5-9 for taking part in Debating this year. I

am so proud of each and every student for

extending themselves and using their character

strengths of bravery, teamwork, love of learning

and perseverance.

 

I will ask for those students who are interested in

doing Debating next year to see me later in the

term. Junior teams are for Years 5 & 6; Middle

School, Years 7 & 8; Senior, Years 9 & 10 and

Open, Years 11 & 12. All teams must be a

mixture of male and female and we need

about five students in each team.

 

Deb Moore

Both teams received positive feedback from the

adjudicators. This was the final debate for the

2019 year and I would like to thank Ms Louise

Broomfield and Mrs Felicity Saunders for helping

with the teams. Also, thanks to Das Crowther,

Michelle Edwards and Paul Smart for driving us to

various venues over the year. 



SINGLETON BUS DRIVER

Having received interest from families in Singleton

in enrolling at Scone Grammar School, we are

looking for someone to drive a school bus from

Monday to Friday, leaving Singleton at 7am and

travelling to Scone, to transport Scone Grammar

School students.

 

The bus driver would then be required to do a

return run from Scone leaving at 3.20pm travelling

back to Singleton.

    

We are interested to know whether any families

would be interested in partnering with us to employ

the bus driver during the school day. 

 

As a Child Safe school the successful applicant will

need Working With Children Checks.   A light rigid

license or above would also be beneficial. However,

previous bus driving experience not essential.

 

This role would commence in Term 1, 2020.  

 

Please contact Sarah Ambry for further detail on

6545 3131 or sambry@sgs.nsw.edu.au.

Families interested in partnering?

ST LUKE'S FELLOWSHIP SERVICE - Saturday 9th November



FOR THE DIARY  Term 4

WEEK 4 (B) 4-8 November
 

Friday 8 Nov

 

Saturday 9 Nov

 

 

 
 

HRIS Open Touch Football

Musical Theatre Workshop (Ends)

 

HVGS Rowing Regatta

SGS St Luke's Fellowship Service

WEEK 5 (A) 11-15 November
 

Monday 11 Nov

 

Tuesday 12 Nov

 

 

Wed 13 Nov

 

Thurs 14 Nov

 

Friday 15 Nov

 
 
 

Primary School - S&S

 

P&F Meeting

Primary School - S&S

 

Primary School - S&S

 

Primary School - S&S

WEEK 6 (B) 18-22 November
 

Monday 18 Nov

 

 

 

Tuesday 19 Nov

 

Wed 20 Nov

 

Thurs 21 Nov

 

 

 

 

Friday 22 Nov

 
 
 
Yr 10 - Teen Mental 

Health First Aid (TMHFA)

Kindy 2020 Visits

 

Yr 10 - TMHFA

 

 

 

Kindy 2020 Visits

Volunteers' Thanks Evening

Syrian Conflict Insights 

Community Talk

 

 

 

WEEK 7 (A) - 25-29 November
 
Monday 25 Nov

 

Tuesday 26 Nov

 

Wednesday 27 Nov

 

 

Thursday 28 Nov

 

Friday 29 Nov

 
Yr 10 TMHFA

 
Secondary school camps

 

Secondary school camps

School Council Meeting

 

Secondary school camps

 

Secondary school camps

 

 

WEEK 8 (B)  2-6 December
 

Monday 2 Dec

 

Tuesday 3 Dec

 

Wednesday 4 Dec

 

Thursday 5 Dec

 

Friday 6 Dec

 

 

Saturday 7 Dec

 
Surf Safe (Years 5-6)

 

Surf Safe (Years 3-4) 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 6 Final Chapel

Year 6 Celebration Dinner

 

Reindeer Rowing Regatta

WEEK 9 (A)  9-11 December
 

Monday 9 Dec

 

Tuesday 10 Dec

 

Wednesday 11 Dec

 
 
 

Carols & Sausage Sizzle

 

Kinder - Year 2 Speech Day

 

Year 3 - 12 Speech Day

 

Term 1 - Tuesday 28 January - Thursday 9 April

 

Term 2  - Monday 27 April - Friday 26 June

 

Term 3 - Monday 20 July - Friday 25 September

 

Term 4 - Monday 12 October - Wednesday 9 Dec

 

2020 DATES



FOR THE DIARY - Term 4  CANTEEN ROSTER
 

We're looking for Canteen Volunteers.  All the +? indicate where we need another volunteer to help. Please

contact Fee or Jen at the Canteen on 6545 3131 or canteen@sgs.nsw.edu.au.    We're also looking for

parents who Jen and Fee may be able to call at the last minute if parents aren't able to get there.

 

 

 

 
WEEK 5 (A) 11-15 November
 

Monday 11 Nov

 

Tuesday 12 Nov

 

Wed 13 Nov

 

Thurs 14 Nov

 

Friday 15 Nov

 
 
J Crackett

 

F Bailey | H Smith

 

F Bailey

 

J Crackett | M KennedyJ| T Stewart

 

J Crackett | K Greenwood | +?

 

 

 
WEEK 6 (B) 18-22 November
 

Monday 18 Nov

 

Tuesday 19 Nov

 

Wed 20 Nov

 

Thurs 21 Nov

 

Friday 22 Nov

 
 
J Crackett

 

J Crackett | C Parry-Okeden

 

J Crackett | D Sadler

 

F Bailey | A Firth | B Redgate

 

F Bailey | K Johnston | S Stanford

 

WEEK 7 (A) - 25-29 November
 
Monday 25 Nov

 

Tuesday 26 Nov

 

Wednesday 27 Nov

 

Thursday 28 Nov

 

Friday 29 Nov

 
 
J Crackett

 

F Bailey | K Gray

 

F Bailey | T Brayley

 

J Crackett | T Dart | T Stewart

 

J Crackett | E Day | M Kennedy

 

 

 

WEEK 8 (B)  2-6 December
 

Monday 2 Dec

 

Tuesday 3 Dec

 

Wednesday 4 Dec

 

Thursday 5 Dec

 

Friday 6 Dec

 

 
 
J Crackett

 

J Crackett | +?

 

J Crackett | E Hendrerson

 

F Bailey | V Mikukien | +?

 

F Bailey | L Sinclair | +?

 

WEEK 9 (A)  9-11 December
 

Monday 9 Dec

 

Tuesday 10 Dec

 

Wednesday 11 Dec

 
 
J Crackett

 

F Bailey

 

F Bailey

 



COMMUNITY NOTICES



COMMUNITY NOTICES



COMMUNITY NOTICES


